The aim of this paper is to examine the role played by the independent press group Mídia NINJA—an acronym in Portuguese for ‘Independent Narratives, Journalism and Action’—in the huge and unprecedented protests in Brazil. Its live-streamed coverage on the internet that showed police misconduct, among other things, spread nationally and abroad and acted as a mechanism that fuelled social movements. More specifically, this information acted as an alternative source of information that helped to foster accountability, mobilisation and resistance. This study adopts an interdisciplinary approach, focusing on the practice of inverse surveillance in light of works by Castells on network auto-communication and counter-power. Furthermore, this research uses as key references Bauman and Lyon’s analyses of surveillance in a post-panoptical age. Subsequently, this paper investigated situations of social accountability, due to the fast diffusion of clashes and arbitrary arrest reports. It is argued that the action of horizontal players caused changes to police strategies and influenced the traditional media coverage, as well as the enforcement of surveillance over activist groups. In conclusion, it is suggested that this specific practice of watching the watchers has strengthened popular mobilisation.
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects that new media are having on Foucault’s disciplinary panoptic model. Due to the popular protests that erupted in Brazil prior to the World Cup and Olympic Games, the 2013 protests acted as an ideal case study for examining this question. Indeed, over the period of several weeks, thousands of citizens staged protests in Brazil’s major metropolises. According to public opinion polls, protesters received a massive amount of public support—even from those who were not directly involved.1

As can be observed in other social movements around the globe—such as Occupy and the Indignados2— the Brazilian Jornadas de Junho (June Journeys) movements lacked formal leadership and had a diverse agenda of complaints that ranged from disapproval of corruption to discontent about excessive spending on the construction and renovation of building stadiums. Protesters were also seeking a higher quality of education, improved public transportation and new health services.

In light of these events, this paper aims to examine the role played by the independent press group Mídia NINJA—an acronym in Portuguese for Independent Narratives, Journalism and Action—within the context of the information and communication technology age. In this way, new media can be considered an ongoing process that has increased and accelerated interaction among people, as well as created new capacities for the organisation
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of social movements. In examining these protests, it is important to consider that live-streaming and uncut coverage of protests were posted on the internet. Images highlighting illegal acts such as police misconduct spread nationally and internationally. These images acted as an alternative source of information and helped to foster accountability, mobilisation and resistance.

Indeed, NINJA practices a kind of engaged reporting which results in a tool for citizen evaluation and control of public security agents during mass demonstrations. Such monitoring functions as a kind of inverse surveillance, considering it allows people who are overseen to also watch their supervisors. Focusing on the inverse surveillance and activist journalism phenomena from a sociological and political perspective, this study adopts an interdisciplinary approach and was conducted in light of previous works by Manuel Castells on network auto-communication and the background provided by the technological paradigm for horizontal actors on counter-power issues. Furthermore, this research draws on studies conducted by Zygmunt Bauman and David Lyon on surveillance in a post-panoptical age. More specifically, these studies highlighted the potential for resistance and solidarity through social networks, despite the negative effects of powerful state and private mechanisms of oversight. As they emphasise, Foucault’s surveillance model is
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still relevant—only, it is now necessary to adapt his model in light of the technological and economic factors that define our contemporary age.\(^8\)

This paper therefore investigates a case study that reflects the achievement of social accountability, as defined by Enrique Peruzzotti,\(^9\) due to the fast diffusion of clashes and arbitrary arrest reports, including some powerful images that concerned entities like Amnesty International.\(^10\) The argument put forward in this study is that the action of horizontal players caused changes to police strategies of identification and communication. These changes had an effect on the traditional media coverage of the events, as well as the enforcement of general surveillance over activist groups. Finally, this study suggests that the specific practice of watching the watchers strengthened popular mobilisation.

**Network Mobilisation and Digital Empowerment**

The capacity of construction, validation and diffusion of social meanings represents a central element for any kind of power exercise.\(^11\) Traditionally, a select group of broadcasters and channels of communication has held a monopoly over sources of information and had a notoriously profound influence over the human mind. However, the fast development of new information technologies due to the internet and wireless networks, as Castells discussed, has been promoting a gradual redesign of this communication process through an introduction of new players into the dynamics of programming and the selection of content.\(^12\) Instead of a vertical and
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unidirectional architecture, a horizontal and plural-directional structure now defines the ‘new media’ culture.\textsuperscript{13} Such features, typical of the 21st century, create platforms of mass auto-communication that empower individual and collective autonomy in order to make established counter-power possible.\textsuperscript{14}

Within this network context, the idea regarding viral media—the process of fast and spontaneous spreading of messages shared over the internet, from text to sound but especially through images and videos—has had a profound influence on the technological age. These last two concepts deserve further consideration. It is believed that relevant social and political events are more or less visible due to powerful images that are produced and spread. In other words, if something is not seen, it does not exist for the broad audience nor is it remembered. What is meant by this is that new media allow for a ‘culture of sharing messages from multiple senders-receivers’\textsuperscript{15} that can work independently from traditional sources of information.

Therefore, one of the most common criticisms towards the mainstream media lies in selectivity and disequilibrium in reference to what is broadcasted.\textsuperscript{16} Regarding this issue, there are direct and indirect mechanisms of status quo maintenance due to political, economic and ideological factors of influence on the news agenda that can cause bias in favour of media corporation owners or sponsors’ interests.\textsuperscript{17} From this perspective, activist journalism has been considered a defining element of Brazil’s protests. In the network communication age, it has worked both as a source of information and as an incentive for mobilisation.

Pragmatically speaking, the independent press group Mídia NINJA was influential and their messages spread partly due to the fact that they spread information that was posted live and was uncut. Indeed, it can be argued that uncut video streaming, often including
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exclusive coverage of events, has a profound effect on those viewing such content. Created by a group of individuals whom were members of a non-governmental cultural organisation which has produced alternative music festivals, one of its defining characteristics was the way they differentiated themselves from traditional sources of information media and told the story from a literal and insider’s perspective. Through high-speed mobile devices (using 3G and 4G LTE connectivity), images were captured by smartphones with external battery chargers, sent to apps like TwitCasting, and later replicated on Facebook, Twitter and Youtube. In addition to comments on social networks, simultaneous interactions very often suggested a different way or approach, decisive in getting graphic scenes.

In light of these new media tools, many argued that the solidarity with activists and journalists resulting from police misconduct increased the scale of protests, and thus they rapidly spread from São Paulo to other cities and towns across the country. Due to the mass sharing of images and information taken by the collaborative press, the emotion contained within these images was transformed into real street protests. It is worth mentioning that emotional aspects—like revolt, fear, enthusiasm or hope—play a central role in all social movements. At specific moments, as Sakamoto argued, it seemed that social networks were materialised on the streets, especially when all the banners used by protesters showed comments shared on social networks.
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The collaborative and volunteer narrative of raw facts—facts presented without being edited—frequently marked by improvisation, has raised doubts as to whether it was real journalism or merely militancy. Although this issue demands further analyses, this blended coverage formula is somewhat closer to the activism, as acknowledged by NINJA:

Is NINJA media journalism?

Yes. Journalism is one of the tools and a language we use to raise issues to strengthen narratives that are commonly overlooked by traditional media. In addition to journalism we also make media activism.

Is NINJA media impartial?

No. We openly advocate partiality as a principle. We do not believe that any human construction can be impartial, since it is always the result of the accumulated previous experiences and how each person/group sees the world.

…

One of the most interesting aspects of activist communication is the possibility to break the dishonest myth of impartiality in corporate journalism. In this context, the citizen who sees itself as a vehicle, or is part of a free media, is not in a protest only to register. He or she is a body in the multitude and communication is one form of mobilization and organization.

As discussed above, it is therefore the case that NINJA’s collecting of images not only tells a real story through the lens of the social movement, but also enhances the efficiency of demonstrations from three different points of view: ‘as a pacifier at events, as a defence
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against false arrest or violent assault and as “offence”—namely in terms of gathering evidence’. 26

Therefore, it can be argued that the role played by Mídia NINJA activist journalism derives from a conjecture of the technological boom and lack of impartial information. Digital empowerment brought about not only as an alternative tool of information but also of mobilisation and inverse surveillance, which will be further discussed in the following section.

Protests in the Post-Panoptical Age: Inverse Surveillance and Social Accountability

Considering the phenomena of social movements and the digital age, as practiced by media activists, it is important to reconsider the parameters of Foucault’s disciplinary panoptic model. This widely known system presupposes two central features that help maintain order. First, incommunicability among those who are watched, which means people cannot see or talk with each other; second, total invisibility of the watchers. Both instil fear and allow the ‘watcher’ to maintain control without necessarily being present. 27 When applied to contemporary street protests, the metaphor of dissociation between seeing and being seen derived from Bentham’s architecture is mitigated. Although those being watched become even more visible, they also interact with and are able to monitor their state watchers, particularly security agents.

According to dialogues between Bauman and Lyon, fragmentation of modern societies and technological advances withdraw the necessary confinement idea from the surveillance concept. 28 In other words, within the framework of a ‘liquid’ and flexible reduction of barriers,
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a characteristic of a society of consumers, whose major symbol is the smartphone, each citizen can potentially be watched—often without being aware of such surveillance. As nowadays everyone carries their own digital panoptical device containing all sorts of personal data, this situation of cooperation with private and public oversight can be described as a voluntary servitude.29

This re-adjustment of surveillance methods to informatics and marketing tools was predicted as a potential trap in the 90s.30 Nowadays, marked by an accentuated concern about security, one of its threats is to produce discrimination, coercion and undue persecution of political opponents.31 For instance, in the case of undefined limits for restrictions on privacy and fundamental rights issues, as it occurs through indiscriminate collecting of personal data for multiple purposes.32

In spite of the ‘endemic and very powerful’ surveillance made available by new communication devices, there are many efficient ways to organise resistance through social networks.33 This results in the possibility of an inversion of usual power vectors caused by technology, as everyone is subject to observation, including public officials.34 Consequently, the footage of repression in Brazil’s protests by Mídia NINJA represents a kind of counter surveillance, also described as sousveillance.35 Both words are etymologically derived from French and mean, respectively, to watch from above
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and to watch from below.  

This practice of inverse surveillance therefore mitigates the asymmetric relations of power between police and citizens. The movement acts as a social check and balance, as its members monitor police misconduct via the mass communication of images.  

Indeed, Foucault’s thoughts, now extended to all sides of the panoptic, remain entirely relevant: the one who is subjected to visibility and knows it, often adopts the limitations of power by himself.  

Moreover, Mídia NINJA activist journalism introduces a form of social accountability by creating a mechanism that allows for democratic control of power. Such methods allow protest groups to direct people’s attention to the legality of government actions during the exercise of the right of freedom of expression and assembly (freedom to protest). Despite being quite frequent, especially in more peripheral areas, some misconduct has traditionally been hidden to the broader audience, since no records are being kept. As Peruzzotti and Smulovitz emphasise, in creating new controls and democratic mechanisms, the role of vertical oversight performed by civil society—including non-governmental organisations, social movements and media—is essential.

Such methods allow citizens of contemporary democracies to act as watchdogs, namely through the decentralised monitoring of public officials. Traditionally, supervising strategies typically involved formal complaints, mobilisations, media coverage, statements and judicial controls. As Mídia NINJA helps to put important questions
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onto the public agenda, it also acts as a tool for the activation of horizontal accountability mechanisms, which has been proven to have effective institutional results. After reports of misconduct are published online, intra-state bodies such as the Administrative Justice, Parliamentary Commissions, Courts of Accounts and Public Prosecution are obligated to investigate acts of misconduct.

Following from what has been written above, in the next section, examples of abusive tactics used by security forces and reported by Brazilian media activists will be analysed. Additionally, this study will discuss how the police, mainstream media and protests are affected by and reacting to new media techniques.

**Practical Effects of Activist Journalism in Brazil**

Activist journalism in Brazil during protests has had direct and indirect effects on the security forces, traditional media and on protesters. For instance, thanks to new media, non governmental organisations have been successful in highlighting and proving cases of the use of excessive force, arbitrary arrests, the active denial of access to legal assistance and the lack of internal inquiries after incidents of misconduct have been reported. Such exposure has allowed for groups to compile reports that use as their authority articles from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)—notably, articles expressing a citizen’s right of assembly and freedom of expression. Indeed, and given the information that new media has been able to expose, a report by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has expressed concerns about violations of fundamental rights in the context of peaceful protests—‘a fundamental aspect of a vibrant democracy’. Some of the most
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widespread occurrences in Brazil were the following: i) illegal detention after planted evidence; ii) unmasked infiltrated police officers; and iii) the vinegars case, as will be explained below.\footnote{Although extremely isolated, it is true that some protesters have also adopted illegal practices, especially those rioters known as ‘black blocs’. As Gargarella remarks, such situations should not push aside other important issues being raised, as often occurs during the evaluation of this kind of mass movement. Roberto Gargarella, \textit{El derecho a la protesta: el primer derecho} (Ad-hoc 2007) 28-29.}

Taking as an example the issue of police misconduct and the planting of evidence, in Rio de Janeiro a policeman had been filmed, during a body search of a teenager, putting a firework into the youngster’s backpack before detaining him. In another case, a man was filmed switching sides in the middle of a protest in Rio de Janeiro. That is, an alleged protester passed through a police barrier after showing his credentials as an undercover agent. Images recorded on the same day proved that a different man had been arbitrarily arrested and charged with throwing explosive material. Thirdly, in São Paulo, many peaceful protesters were targeted and detained—allegedly, for having in their possession vinegar bottles (used to soften the effects of tear gas)—an act that is not illegal. Therefore, such incidents demonstrate a spiral of moves and counter-moves occurring between control agents and protesters.\footnote{Wilson and Serisier (n 26) 168-171.}

Within this panorama of an inedited oversight of public officers in action, activist journalists themselves became targets of police misconduct during the events. Thereby, equipment was damaged or seized, NINJAs were taken to police stations for questioning and sometimes were attacked\footnote{R7, ‘PM agride cinegrafista da Mídia Ninja durante manifestação no Rio’ (Portal R7, 24 September 2013) <http://noticias.r7.com/videos/pm-agride-cinegrafista-da-midia-ninja-durante-manifestacao-no-rio/idmedia/52418af0c2c403c091c0b3.html> accessed 10 August 2014.} and arrested.\footnote{Helena Martins, ‘MP defende liberdade de imprensa após prisão de ativista em Belo Horizonte’ (\textit{Agência Brasil}, 13 June 2014) <www.ebc.com.br/noticias/brasil/2014/06/mp-defende-liberdade-de-imprensa-apos-prisao-de-ativista-em-belo-horizonte> accessed 3 August 2014.} Evidently, the presence of new monitoring devises and methods during protests was being treated with hostility by the security forces.
Moreover, as many police officers wished to be shielded from public scrutiny, many were reluctant to provide new media agents with badge numbers and other identification requests, a violation of basic policing principles and the rule of law. Following such incidents, police administration officials began to assign alphanumeric codes to frontline agents, in order to mitigate their exposure without making formal complaint of misconducts impossible. For instance, soon after a Mídia NINJA member who was streaming the movement was detained, personal and functional data of the assigned lieutenant was hacked and shared on the internet.

While tensions were increasing on the streets, communication clashes occurred on social networks. The military police of Rio de Janeiro State, for instance, expanded the use of its Twitter account, not only to provide press releases but also to refute information in order to minimise versions and interpretations published by activists. Thus, public officials have been responding to some new social network demands, despite doing this for self-preservation rather than providing enlightening information.

It is relevant to note that number of internal police misconduct investigations in the Brazilian police force is extremely low. For example, even though many abuses were reported in the state of São Paulo, months after the protests had ceased to exist, there were no administrative judgments or disciplinary measures. In spite of the lack of formal sanctions, the new footage mechanism used by
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citizens highlighted concerns about misconduct and inhibited illegal behaviours.\textsuperscript{54}

Traditional media, in turn, was also affected by NINJA’s new media methods. While big broadcasters were covering demonstrations from a studio supported by helicopter shots, the demand for live footage on the internet was increasing, as images were coming from inside the movements. This configuration was not a mere operational choice of the mainstream companies, as they were also targets of protesters’ complaints due to alleged biased analyses.

Considering this framework, inspired by activist journalists, cable channels such as ‘Globo News’—owned by one of the richest Brazilian media groups—assigned undercover professionals to shoot directly from the streets to the central station through Skype.\textsuperscript{55} Furthermore, many well-known television news programs reproduced Mídia NINJA images, following reports that contradicted the police narrative of events. Despite the power of new media, it is important to notice that mainstream media exposure of abuses of authority can still be argued to be effective in causing repercussions, as administrative processes are often long and uncertain.\textsuperscript{56} It is interesting to observe that conventional reporters were also targeted for arbitrary attacks, including injuries caused by rubber bullets, such as the case of a journalist from Folha de São Paulo newspaper who was seriously hurt, after an intentional police shooting.\textsuperscript{57} Following from incidents such as these, many feared that freedom of the press was being undermined, and thus it contributed
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to change editorials of important newspapers so far entirely averse to the protesters.\footnote{Artigo 19 (n 43) 21-22.} 

*Roda Viva*, a widely known interview program that has been televised by a public network every Monday night since the 80s, invited the founders of Mídia NINJA to appear on their program. The activists were questioned on topics that ranged from political links to funding and internal structure.\footnote{TV Cultura, ‘Roda Viva – Mídia Ninja’ *TV Cultura* (5 August 2013) <www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYgXth8QI8M> accessed 9 August 2014.} It can therefore be observed that the activist journalism group had attracted attention on a large scale, not only from the traditional press but also from authorities aiming to gather further information about the protesters of the digital era as a whole.

The same technological development that fosters engagement and solidarity between activists certainly enlarges the capacity of security forces to monitor movements, aiming at maintaining order. Besides classical ostensive tactics of prevention and repression, the actual arsenal includes non-visible tools such as closed-circuit cameras, network oversight and data interception, which allows the construction of huge databases. This is important because in the computational age, as Koops warns, the latter represents a serious risk related to personal data protection, assuming there are no transparent parameters for collecting and using all sorts of information available, as it occurs in public security matters.\footnote{Koops (n 32) 197.}

From this perspective, it can be argued that, as attacks and detentions of Mídia NINJA members have demonstrated, video-activists have become one of the preferential targets of police action.\footnote{A similar situation happened in the Australian case. Wilson and Serisier (n 26) 169-170.} Paradoxically, the images recorded by activists can also be used against protesters own interests that they want to protect, either as a way of collecting information or as a fortuitous footage of
incriminating acts. In other words, it can reinforce the surveillance practices over the protesters.

Indeed, increased surveillance of key figures of mass demonstrations by activist journalists, especially by obtaining and monitoring information on social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Whattsapp, brings this study back again to Foucault’s theory. If, instead of the darkness of a dungeon, cell visibility acts as a trap of the classic Panopticon, the connectivity—besides rupturing with lateral incommunicability and allowing advances in many human fields—also operates as one of the big traps of the twenty-first century digital Panopticon. The control system has worsened, as there are no more constraining physical or temporal barriers.

Final Remarks

This paper has aimed to investigate the role played by the independent press group Mídia NINJA during recent mass demonstrations that occurred in Brazil. First, the study stressed that this specific activist journalism phenomenon is linked to features of the technological revolution. Insofar as the digital age increases the possibilities of horizontal communication among citizens, its networks also offer background for movements of contraposition of information, solidarity and mobilisation, especially in reference to street protests. In addition to functioning as an alternative to traditional media—often criticised due to alleged biased analyses—live coverage provided by the group highlighted concerns about police misconduct besides inhibiting illegal behaviours, which go against the rights of free expression and free assembly.

Following this thread, the study emphasised that this kind of social accountability regarding the power of authorities, through footage
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and multiple subsequent channels of interaction, tempered the classic panoptical logic—as nowadays there is no incommunicability and the watchers can be watched. Although the post-panoptical era still preserves powerful and subtle mechanisms in order to oversee individuals, as Bauman and Lyon argue, the sousveillance practice mitigates the asymmetric relations of power between police and citizens, as it expands the scrutiny of ostensible state actions.

This study also examined some examples of misconduct recorded by—and against—citizens’ cameras and how the movement has impacted police strategies of communication and identification. Furthermore, it highlighted repercussions regarding traditional media coverage and a collateral enlargement of surveillance over protesters.

In conclusion, it can be argued that the Mídia NINJA practice of watching the watchers strengthened popular mobilisation and resistance and functioned as a social accountability tool. In a prospective approach, as far as the cost of mobile devices and connections decreases, the number of potential citizens that could act similarly to the NINJAs’ sousveillance has the tendency to increase—maintaining the group’s relevance as a content spreader and a source of alternative analyses.